Problem and Contributions

surface Σ ⊂ R3
(assumed Lambertian)

Given: multiple calibrated views of a surface

n images Ii : Ωi → R
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Energy Minimization Framework
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Step 1: introduce a conformal atlas which parametrizes the surface.
Conformal atlas
• Chart mappings behave locally like a
rotation and scaling by the conformal
factor λ.
• Minimizes distortions, differential operators on the surface can easily be
translated to texture space [3].

Mappings between surface,
texture and image space

Ji = surface area element with
respect to the backprojection

Intensity-coded Ji

Step 2: transform Euler-Lagrange equation to texture space to obtain PDE.
Superresolution problem
Find a texture map T : T → R which
satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation
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on the chart domains. λ assigns the
conformal factor to each point in T, vi
indicates visibility of a texel.
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Di = derivative of data term
Di := b̄ ∗ (b ∗ (T ◦ βi) − Ii) .
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Step 3: solve the PDE via gradient descent on texture space.
Numerical implementation
• Functional is convex, gradient descent
yields globally optimal solution
• Start with texel-wise weighted average as initialisation

Periodic boundary conditions
on computation grid
Validation on Synthetic Data
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Experiment: Reconstruct a high-resolution texture from 40 low-resolution
views of a rendered torus with exact geometry known and measure MSE ǫ.
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Superresolution textures from downscaled images are on average more accurate than texel-wise initialization from four times the input resolution.

Results on Real-World Objects
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Result: Displacement map adds high detail to input geometry, which leads
to significantly improved texture estimation.

Original
geometry

Idea: estimate an additional displacement map D : T → R by minimizing
an extended energy functional.

Followup Work: Displacement Maps [1]

Input image
Weighted average
Superresolution result
Note: Input geometry estimated using algorithm [2], surfaces represented
implicitly on about 2563 voxels. Texture resolution is 2048 × 2048.

Input image
Weighted average
Superresolution result
Beethoven model: 35 views, image resolution 768 × 584.

Bird model: 35 views, image resolution 768 × 584.

Superresolution Texture Maps for Multiview Reconstruction

Find:

color texture map
T : Σ → R3

Idea: Each surface patch is visible in multiple cameras, so excess information can be leveraged to estimate a super-resolved texture map.
Contributions
• First variational framework for superresolution on curved surfaces
• Generates excellent texture maps with higher detail than input images

Rendered Model

• No problems with seams or blur due to blending of different views

Input Image
Superresolution Model

downsampling

blur kernel

Image formation model: each sensor element samples incoming light over
its area, which is modeled by a blur kernel b [4]

Sensor element

Desired texture minimizes energy
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data term for camera i

Note that the data term is defined in image space, while the regularizer is
the total variation of the texture map on the surface. βi is the backprojection map, which is the inverse of the projection restricted to the surface
region visible in camera i. Thus, T ◦ βi is a high-resolution rendering of
the surface using the texture map T .
Presented at the International Conference on Computer Vision, Kyoto, 2009.

